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Department, Voronezh State University, Voronezh 394006, Russia

Abstract
We apply our recently developed, model-independent quantum approach for intense laser detachment of a weakly bound electron to interpret a recent experiment on abovethreshold detachment (ATD) of the F- ion. We find that the measured electron energies
correspond to the “Keldysh part” of the ATD spectrum, just below the onset of our predicted rescattering plateau. Overall, our predicted ATD spectrum (using a scaled peak intensity and focal averaging) is in excellent agreement with the experimental data, except
for certain structures observed for electron energies above 12.6 eV that we attribute to
known two-electron resonances of F-. A number of analytical approximations to our exact
p-state ATD amplitude are obtained, and their accuracy is investigated.

There are only a few analytical models that are widely used in laser-atom physics to describe
strong field ionization and detachment processes. The simplest of them is the Keldysh approximation (KA) [1], which is valid for the tunneling regime. The most spectacular feature in ATI and
ATD spectra, the broad plateau in the yield of high-energy electrons, originates from the rescattering of the active electron by the parent ion or atom. It requires for its description a more exact, beyond-KA account of the binding potential U(r). A few such treatments have been introduced. An
“improved” version of the KA (IKA) [2], that includes first-order in U(r) corrections to the KA, has
been used to interpret experiments for inert gases, as reviewed in [3]. Quasiclassical analyses of
rescattering effects have become popular recently; they interpret high-energy plateau features in
terms of classical trajectories [3]. Finally, a fruitful model for analyzing strong field effects beyond
the KA is the zero-range potential (ZRP) model, which (within the quasistationary quasienergy
states (QQES) approach [4]) permits an accurate, ab initio formulation of the problem as well as essentially exact numerical results [5, 6]. However, the above mentioned beyond-KA analyses are
valid only for s-electron initial states and thus do not allow one to analyze the dependence of ATI
or ATD features on the spatial symmetry of the initial state. Very recently [7], a model-independent approach has been developed for strong field detachment of a weakly bound electron having
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a non-zero angular momentum. It predicts a number of distinctive features in strong field ATD of
negative ions with outer s and p electrons. Also recently [8], the first experiment on ATD with absorption of many (up to 23) excess photons was performed for the F- ion. Reference [8] interprets
the experimental p-state data using a KA analysis [9], and rules out the rescattering mechanism as
irrelevant (owing to the small magnitude of the plateau predicted for s-state ions).
In this letter, we relate our model-independent approach [7] for p-state ions to the KA and beyond-KA analyses, present simple analytical approximations to our exact results, and use our approach to interpret the experimental results of [8].
The key idea of our approach [7] is to solve the exact Schrödinger equation for the complex
quasienergy, , and the QQES wavefunction, Φ(r, t), for an electron in a finite-range potential,
U(r), subjected to a strong linearly polarized laser field, F(t) = Fcos(ωt), by proper matching of solutions inside the potential well, U(r), with those appropriate at large distances, where the effects
of U(r) are negligible. Thus the general expression for Φ(r, t) may be represented as a wavepacket
of free electron states in a laser field F(t). For a short-range potential, U(r), that supports a shallow
bound state, ψ (0)(r), having an energy E0 = –(ħ2κ2)/2m and an angular momentum l (i.e. U(r) = 0
κlm
for r>rc, where κrc  1), the key simplification in this matching is that the solution at 0  r  κ–
1 is independent of the shape of U(r). It has the following form [7] (cf. similar analyses [10, 11] for
time-independent Hamiltonians):
(1)
where the fs are Fourier coefficients of a periodic function f(t) = Σs fs exp(–isωt), and where the effective range parameterization [12],
is used for the mixing coefficient Bl between the regular (~rl) and irregular (~r –l–1 ) solutions of
the unperturbed Schrödinger equation at rc < r  κ–1 [12]. The physical meaning of equation (1) is
that for small r the main effects of the laser field are
(i) 	 to change the relation between regular and irregular solutions for angular momentum l (due
to dependence of the coefficient Bl in (1) on the laser parameters), and
(ii) to introduce harmonic time-dependent factors. It implies also that inside the well other (laser-induced) angular momentum components are negligibly small.
This form is valid for laser field amplitudes F such that ( (F) – E0)/E0   1. (For the peak laser intensities considered in our calculations, this ratio is of order 10 – 3.) Outside the well, of course, laser-induced angular momentum components with l′ ≥ m are very important and are included in
our treatment (see [7]). For our case of an initial bound state, ψκlm(0)(r), having the known asymptotic form at r → ∞,
(2)
the fundamental parameters of the effective range approach for collisional problems, the scattering length (al) and the effective range (rl), may be expressed in terms of the binding energy (or κ =
(2mE0 )½/ ħ ) and the asymptotic coefficient Cl in (2) [13]:
Thus, in our analysis we regard E0 and Cl as parameters of the problem.
The important difference from similar analyses of quasistationary states of a weakly bound
electron subjected to static perturbations [10, 11] is that in our time-dependent case the asymptotic
form (1) of the QQES wavefunction at small r is time dependent, as it should be in accord with
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the general (Floquet) form of a quasienergy solution. The function f (t) enters the counterpart of
the solution (1) outside the well U(r) (at r > rc), which has an outgoing-wave asymptotic form at
r → ∞ and the singularity ~r –l–1 (as in (1)) at small r [7]. For a given l, this solution may be presented in terms of the retarded Green function for a free electron in the laser field F(t) (see [7] for
details). The matching of in-well and out-of-well solutions yields the key result of our approach,
an integro-differential eigenvalue equation for  and the periodic function f (t) that is equivalent
to an infinite system of linear homogeneous equations for the even Fourier coefficients, fs = 2k [7].
For an initial p state, this system has the following form in scaled units (in which energies and ħω
are measured in units of |E0|, and the field amplitude F in units of F0 = (2m E0 3 )½ /eħ ):
(3)
The explicit form of the matrix elements in terms of Bessel functions Jp(x) is
(4)
(5)
where the following notations are used:

where up = F2/(2ω2) is the ponderomotive shift Up in units of |E0|. The matrix elements (4) and (5)
are easily calculated numerically by the method described in [6] for a ZRP model, thus providing
exact numerical results for  and f2k.
With known  and the set of coefficients f2k, the n-photon ATD amplitude,  n(m)(n), for electron ejection in the direction n, is given by the nth Fourier coefficient of Φ(r,t) at r → ∞ [7]. For a
p state, the result is
(6)
(7)
where α = 2Fkncosθ/ω2, β = up/(2ω), θ is the angle between n and F, kn = ( + nω –up)½, and m(s, α,
β) is a generalized Bessel function [14], which satisfies the following relations:

As is obvious from (6) and (7), the n-photon differential detachment rate depends only on the
modulus of the angular momentum projection, m, of an initial p state, which is a conserved quantum number in the presence of a linearly polarized field:
(8)
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The exact results (6)–(8) have a transparent structure that allows one to relate them to previous studies as well as to obtain simple beyond-KA approximations.
(i) 	 Relation to the ZRP model. Applying our approach to an initial s state, instead of (3) we obtain for  and f2k a system of equations involving r0 = κ - 1 – 2C0 - 2. This system coincides with
ZRP
that for a ZRP model [4, 6] after replacing r0 by zero and C0 by C
= (2κ)½. This result is ex0
pected, since the bound state ψ0(r) for a ZRP has the form (2) (with l = 0) for any r; thus, in
the limit r0 → 0, matching of in-well and out-of-well solutions may be replaced by the well
known boundary condition for Φ (r,t) at the origin. Therefore, even for s states our modelindependent approach is somewhat more general than the ZRP model, giving the effectiverange-based justification for introducing the asymptotic factor C0 when applying the ZRP results to ATD of real ions, such as, e.g., H – (cf. [15] for the case of photodetachment).
(ii) The KA limit. As discussed in [7], our approach encompasses the KA result as a limiting case
when  = E0 = – 1 and f2k = δk,0. Thus, the “exact” KA amplitude (in terms of generalized Bessel
(m)
functions, i.e., without using a low frequency expansion) is given by n0 (n) in (7). Numerically, our KA results for ω < 0.3 agree very well with those of the approximate KA analysis
of [9], which in our approach corresponds to a saddle-point analysis of the one-dimensional
integral representation for the generalized Bessel functions.
(iii) The first-order rescattering approximation (RA). The terms (7) with k ≠ 0 describe binding potential (or, in quasiclassical terminology, rescattering) effects in the ATD amplitude (6) that are
neglected in the KA. Their “intensity” is given by the coefficients f2k, which define the QQES
wavefunction (1) in the small-r region (where binding potential effects are important) and
which exhibit a plateau-like behavior as a function of k [7]. Thus, the exact dynamics of laseratom interactions are described by a complicated homogeneous system of equations (3) for
the f2k coefficients and the eigenvalue . Any iterative (in U(r)) analysis should be done carefully; indeed, such an iterative procedure is similar to a Born expansion for a bound state, the
accuracy of which is rather unclear. To find the first-order in U(r) correction to the KA result,
we put all diagonal matrix elements in equation (3) on the left-hand side and then substitute
the KA result for f2k (i.e. f2k = δk,0) on the right-hand side. The RA result for the coefficients f2k
is thus
(9)
Note that the form of our RA result (9) for p states is identical to the corresponding RA result
for s states in a ZRP model (cf. approximation I in [6]).
(iv) 	 The IKA result for p states. To obtain a generalization of the IKA result [2, 3] for p states, we
note that for s states it follows as a simplified version of the RA, replacing the denominator
in the equation similar to (9) by unity (see approximation II in [6]). In a similar way, we introduce the IKA for p states as follows:
(10)
Although this approximation has no theoretical justification (based upon the exact equation (3)), the numerical results presented below show that its predictions differ only slightly
from those of the RA in the region beyond the plateau onset.
To demonstrate the dependence of the ATD spectrum of p electrons in the strong field regime
on the frequency, ω, and to verify the accuracy of approximations (ii)–(iv), in figure 1 we pres-
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Figure 1. The ATD spectrum (in scaled units) of F - along the laser polarization axis (θ = 0): (a) ω = 0.128, F =
0.1895; (b) ω = 0.2026, F = 0.3. Full circles = exact results according to equations (3) and (6)–(8); full squares = the
RA (9); full triangles = the IKA (10); open circles = the KA result. Lines connecting the symbols are added for better visualization. The arrows indicate the “classical” plateau onset at 2Up, the cut-off at 10Up, and the KA breakdown points.

ent ATD spectra (averaged over the projection m) for two different sets of ω and field amplitude,
F, keeping the same value for the Keldysh parameter, γ = ω/F = 0.675, or up = 1/(2γ2) = 1.097. The
parameters E0 and C1 were chosen for the F – ion: |E0| = 3.4 eV and C1 = 0.84 au. Thus, for F – , the
scaled field amplitude, F0, and the scaled intensity, I0 = cF02/(4π), are FF - = 2.01 × 107 V cm - 1 and IF = 1.37 × 1014 W cm - 2.
One sees that the difference between our KA and our exact results becomes smaller as the frequency decreases. The onset of the high energy part of the ATD spectrum (where the KA breaks
down) depends significantly on both the frequency and the Keldysh parameter. Nevertheless, we
find that the plateau onset position is more sensitive to ω than to γ. For instance, at the same γ,
but for different frequencies (as in figure 1), the onset of the plateau for smaller frequency appears
before that for higher frequency (i.e., at 3.2Up versus ~5Up). Increasing the intensity (or decreasing γ) at fixed ω moves the onset closer to the classical estimate, E ≈ 2up [3]. Thus, the classical on-
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set position corresponds to the case of extremely small frequencies (ω < 0.1) and relatively high intensities, for which γ ≤ 0.5. As far as we know, only an experiment for He [16] clearly indicates the
plateau onset at E ≈ 2up; in many experiments for other inert gases (see, e.g., [17]), the onset position was found to “float” in the interval between ~3up and ~5up.
Concerning the accuracy of the RA and IKA approximations, figure 1(a) shows that for ω
= 0.128 results of both approximations are in good agreement with the exact results. However,
for ω = 0.203, figure 1(b) shows that the IKA surprisingly fails for low energies, whereas the KA
works well. We conclude that with increasing frequency the binding potential effects become
relatively more important. Therefore, the neglect of the denominator in equation (9), which in� , can dramativolves the binding potential through the diagonal matrix elements Mk,k and M
k,k
cally affect the photoelectron yield in the low energy part of the ATD spectrum, where strong interference between the (KA) amplitude for direct detachment and the “rescattering” amplitudes
with k ≠ 0 in equation (6) may occur. In the low frequency case, the denominator in equation (9)
is a smooth function of k, and can be replaced by a constant. In some sense, this fact justifies the
IKA for ω  1.
In order to compare our predictions to the recent experiment for F - [8], we have performed a
spatial averaging of our results over the Gaussian shape of the laser pulse with the same focal parameters as in [8]. To simplify the calculations, we used the RA result (9) for f2k to calculate the
ATD spectra for a range of intensities. We chose the peak laser intensity to fit our theoretical predictions to the experimental data for slow electrons (up to 5 eV). We find that the best average
agreement corresponds to a peak laser intensity of 1.6 × Iexp, where Iexp = 1.1 × 1013 W cm - 2 is the
peak intensity estimated in [8]. An underestimation of the peak intensity may be caused by the
difficulties inherent to defining the size of the interaction region and the focal parameters of the
laser beam, which are fitted by a Gaussian distribution. (Note that to clarify this problem [18] introduced a “fractional shift”, which is the ratio between the experimental and theoretical intensities. It was shown that this ratio ranges from 0.5 to 2.) As seen in figure 2(a), for slow electrons, up
to ~12.6 eV, the experimental data are described very well by our predictions. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the experimental measurements have been made for relatively small energies,
where high order binding potential effects seem not to be important and where the KA should
work well, we observe significant differences between our results and the experimental data for
energies of ~(12.6–15.4) and ~17.2 eV. The neutral F atom has a series of excited n = 3 levels in the
range 12.7–16.0 eV as well as one at 17.2 eV, just below the ionization limit at 17.4 eV [19]. ATD
electrons with energies in these regions may resonantly excite these F atom levels [20]. We postulate that the series of peaks in the experimental ATD spectrum shown in figure 2(a) may originate from such core-excited shape resonances, i.e., the active ATD electron may scatter from the F
atom core to form doubly excited states of F - , which decay to the ground and excited states of F.
As predicted in [21] (see Table XVIII there), the recommended (theoretical) positions of such resonances are at 12.29, 14.85, and 17.69 eV, which are close to the observed structures in figure 2(a).
The width of these shape resonances is much higher than the width of Feshbach resonances. Thus,
the experimental resonant structures may be attributed to overlapping shape resonances. In figure 2(b) we present a 3D overview of the photoelectron yield (after focal averaging) as a function
of both the electron energy and the ejection angle θ (see also the inset in figure 2(a) for θ = 0). For
slow electrons (up to 12 eV) this picture is similar to that obtained experimentally and fitted by
KA results [9] (see Figure 1 in [8]). For higher electron energies, the ATD plateau becomes localized about θ = 0 and drops sharply with increasing θ. The pattern of oscillation with electron energy and angle θ, which is very pronounced in the 3D results for a fixed intensity [7], is smoothed
by focal averaging, but is still visible.
In conclusion, in this letter we have applied our new theoretical formulation (for describing a
weakly bound electron having angular momentum l = 1 in an intense laser field) to interpret the
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Figure 2. (a) Theoretical (RA) (thin solid curve) and experimental (thick solid curve) ATD spectra of F - for ω =
0.2026 (λ = 1.8 µm) and θ = 0 as a function of electron energy. The inset extends the theoretical RA predictions to
higher electron energies and compares them to the KA result. The theoretical results include focal averaging for
a peak laser intensity of I = 1.6 × Iexp = 1.76 × 1013 W cm - 2 (F = 0.34). (b) Focal-averaged 3D angular distribution
for the same parameters as in panel (a).

experimental electron yield results of Kiyan and Helm [8] on intense field detachment of F - . We
find excellent agreement with the experimental results in the low energy region of the spectrum
after taking into account focal averaging and optimizing the peak laser intensity. We also find that
the highest energy experimental results lie just at the beginning of our predicted rescattering plateau. Discrepancies between our essentially exact numerical predictions for an effective one-electron system at the highest energies considered experimentally (i.e., just below our predicted rescattering plateau) are attributed to two-electron excitations that are known from other theoretical
and experimental investigations.
Note added in article proof: We have become aware of an alternative theoretical analysis of the F data by D. B. Milosevic et al., presented in Reference [22].
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